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Hodge Jones & Allen LLP is an established London law firm (20 Partners) offering

practical, efficient and expert legal advice. Key areas include: Personal Injury

Clinical Negligence Private Client (wills trusts and probate) Family Law (divorce and

separation) Civil Liberties Military Injury Claims Dispute Resolution Criminal Defence

Serious Fraud Housing Law Hodge Jones & Allen was founded in 1977 as a

community based legal practice in Camden, London. More than 30 years on, the

firm remains committed to providing first-class legal help to individuals and

organisations, either as private clients or with the assistance of public funding,

across a number of disciplines. Our philosophy has always been to enable

individuals to have access to justice where otherwise they might be denied it. At

Hodge Jones & Allen LLP we make it easy for you to start an injury compensation

claim. Simply complete our online form and a dedicated solicitor will call you back

to assist you with your enquiry. Over the years we have successfully assisted many

thousands of people to claim compensation, helping them to get their lives back on

course. Our solicitors have had experience in all personal injury cases from the

frequent trips and slips, road traffic accident claims, accidents to the most complex

child abuse, Irish Redress claims and head and brain injury cases that require

complex programmes of rehabilitation and long term care. Our qualified team of

solicitors also deal with family law (divorce and children issues), criminal defence

(motoring offences) and serious fraud, civil liberties, private client (trusts, probate

and drafting wills), disputes, military injury claims, medical negligence claims

(MRSA, birth injury, cancer misdiagnosis) and housing law. Office hours: 9.30am -

5.30pm Memberships: Hodge Jones & Allen solicitors have a strong reputation for

delivering good, clear advice to clients.
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